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Abstract
Resolving how complexity affects stability of natural communities is of key importance for predicting the consequences of biodiversity

loss. Central to previous stability analysis has been the assumption that the resources of a consumer are substitutable. However, during

their development, most species change diets; for instance, adults often use different resources than larvae or juveniles. Here, we show

that such ontogenetic niche shifts are common in real ecological networks and that consideration of these shifts can alter which species

are predicted to be at risk of extinction. Furthermore, niche shifts reduce and can even reverse the otherwise stabilizing effect of

complexity. This pattern arises because species with several specialized life stages appear to be generalists at the species level but act as

sequential specialists that are hypersensitive to resource loss. These results suggest that natural communities are more vulnerable to

biodiversity loss than indicated by previous analyses.
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INTRODUCTION

Destruction and fragmentation of habitats, invasive species, pollution and climate

change are leading to unparalleled and increasing rates of species extinction (Chapin

et al. 2000; McCann 2000; Sala et al. 2000; Loreau et al. 2001). How the complexity of

natural ecosystems affects their robustness to this biodiversity loss is a long-standing

debate (May 1973; McCann 2000; Loreau et al. 2001; Montoya et al. 2006). A key

assumption of robustness analysis is that consumers go extinct if they cannot obtain

essential resources within their foraging range (implying that resource loss occurs across

large spatial scales) (Dunne et al. 2002). A recent review (Fowler 2010) indicates

considerable observational and experimental evidence for such secondary extinctions.

For instance, loss of an estuarine snail led to the secondary extinction of

several parasites that used the snail as intermediate host (Torchin et al. 2005).

Secondary extinction cascades can dramatically reorganize entire communities. Most

notably, community disassemblies occurred after Pleistocene sea-level rise formed

the archipelagoes of Indonesia and Malaysia (Okie & Brown 2009) and after a

hydroelectric dam in Venezuela created islands of forest fragments in 1986 (Terborgh

et al. 2001).

Studies investigating how complexity affects stability have been criticized for their

simplistic representation of ecological networks (Cohen et al. 1993; Polis & Strong

1996; Woodward & Hildrew 2002). In particular, food-web data rarely include

information at the ontogenetic stage, requiring researchers to assume resources are

substitutable through all life stages (e.g. McCann et al. 1998; Williams & Martinez 2000;

Dunne et al. 2002; Montoya et al. 2006; Petchey et al. 2008; Gross et al. 2009). This may

be a reasonable approach for some mammals and birds, clonal invertebrates, filter

feeders, scavengers, detritivores, hemi-metabolous herbivorous insects and parasites

with direct life cycles. However, ecological interactions change during the ontogeny of

individuals in the large majority of species (Werner & Gilliam 1984; Polis & Strong

1996; Woodward & Hildrew 2002). For instance, ontogenetic niche shifts are a major

mode of life in 25 of 33 phyla, or 80% of animal taxa (Werner 1988), which could have

important consequences for the structure and dynamics of ecological networks

(Persson 1999; Persson et al. 2003; Lafferty et al. 2006; Rudolf 2007b; Schreiber &

Rudolf 2008). Species with feeding larvae (marine fishes, marine invertebrates and

amphibians), holometabolous insects (terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems), species with

gape-limited predation (particularly fishes, amphibians and reptiles) and parasites with

complex life cycles (all ecosystems), have ontogenetic diet shifts (Werner & Gilliam

1984). In addition, many herbivores and predators require complimentary plant or

animal species to meet stoichiometric balances (Pennings et al. 1993), and some species

have sex-specific diets (e.g. mosquitoes) suggesting that resources are unlikely to be all

substitutable even in the absence of ontogenetic niche shifts.

The key prediction we evaluate is that species with broad diets should be less

vulnerable to secondary extinction because they will be able to persist on alternative

resources as biodiversity declines. Broad diets (i.e. �generalist� species; Fig. 1) also

increase the complexity of ecological networks, suggesting that complexity may stabilize

ecological networks (McCann 2000; Dunne et al. 2002; Montoya et al. 2006). However,

a species with a broad diet could be an ontogenetic specialist (with several stages, each of

which consumes a different resource; Fig. 1). Ontogenetic specialists should face a

dramatically higher risk of secondary extinction at the species level because their

resources are not all substitutable (Fig. 1). The distinction between a generalist and an

ontogenetic specialist could have important implications for the robustness of

networks. For instance, trematode parasites reduce the robustness of an estuary food

web to secondary extinction, in large part due to their complex life cycles (Lafferty &

Kuris 2009). It is otherwise unknown how ontogenetic shifts affect the extinction risk

of species, the stability of complex communities or the relation between complexity and

stability of natural ecosystems. We analysed model and empirical networks to

investigate when and how these ontogenetic changes in resource use impact network

stability and whether these conditions are likely to be met in nature.

METHODS

Modelling stage-structured food webs

Current disagreement in the literature on the relationship between stability and

complexity is partly due to different methodologies. For this reason, we relied on

robustness analysis (Dunne et al. 2002; Dunne & Williams 2009). Following previous

studies (e.g. Brose et al. 2006; Dunne & Williams 2009; Gross et al. 2009), we simulated

theoretical network structures using the �niche model� where the nodes were randomly

assigned a niche value based on the beta distribution (Williams & Martinez 2000).

Randomly dividing species into distinct stages that have an overlap p (0 £ p £ 1) in

their resource use allowed us to impart additional structure to the model at the species

level. In particular, we generated a range of networks with different numbers of species

(N ) and connectance (C ) and restricted variation in connectance to < 5% of the

specified value. After all links in a network were established this way, we calculated the

stage-specific link matrix for each consumer within a given network by randomly

drawing the number of stages (S ) for each species from a uniform distribution in the

interval 1 ) M, where M is the total number of resources of a species (R). M never

exceeded the maximum number of prey per species as this would result in functionally

redundant stages without dynamical consequences. To test how robust models were to

the value of M, we constrained M to a range of maximum levels < R (see Appendix S1

in Supporting Information). Primary producers were not divided into stages as this

would have no dynamical consequences. Each stage within a species was allowed to

consume each species� resource with the probability p (0 £ p £ 1), and we assured that

each stage consumed at least one resource. Extensive simulations showed that p directly

corresponded to the empirically estimate of the average niche overlap, p within a

network. Thus, varying p allowed us to examine how changes in the average niche

overlap among stages within species impacts network robustness. Note that p is the

niche overlap among stages averaged across species in a network. Species varied in

the extent that their stages overlapped. Our analyses do not require knowing the

ontogenetic ordering of life stages and their diets; our models inherently consider

different types of resource overlap, ranging from no nestedness to complete

nestedness. Additional simulations indicate that networks with stages and p = 1 show

identical robustness to networks without stages, indicating that introducing stages itself

does not alter the properties of the network. Comparisons to our empirical networks

indicated that simulated stability estimates obtained from these models were well within

the 95% CI of empirical estimates.

Robustness analysis

We analysed network stability by examining the potential for secondary extinctions

after species loss. Secondary extinctions occurred when a single stage of a consumer

lost all its resources. This assumes that each stage has to have at least one resource for

the whole species to persist, and primary producers are only vulnerable to primary
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removals, not secondary extinctions. Primary species loss was simulated by sequentially

removing a random species from the web and adjusting the network for any subsequent

secondary extinction before the next primary removal. The structural �robustness� of

networks (Dunne & Williams 2009) was calculated as the fraction of species that

needed to be removed from a given network to result in ‡50% extinctions (including

primary removals plus secondary extinctions). Thus, robustness is at maximum at

0.5 indicating no secondary extinctions, and the minimum is 1 ⁄ N.

Relative importance of ontogenetic niche shifts

To evaluate the importance of ontogenetic specialization relative to other factors that

are known to influence network stability, we analysed the robustness of 4500 simulated

networks that varied in species richness (N ), connectance (C) and overlap in resource

use among stages ( p) (see Methods; Table 2). We examined the effects of N, C and

p using a multifactorial design with three levels of connectance (0.1, 0.2, 0.3), three

levels of species richness (15, 35, 55) and five levels of p (0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1) using a

general linear model. Each of the 45 combinations was replicated 100 times. While it is

important to keep in mind that the relative change within a parameter differs, the

parameter ranges represent that observed in natural networks and are comparable to

previous studies. Comparisons of effect sizes were based on F statistics.

Species extinction risks

We calculated the extinction risk of individual species by randomly removing 30% of

the species from the network and then determined which of the remaining species went

extinct. Additional simulations indicated that altering the % of species removed did not

alter the general results. As above, species were considered extinct if they lost all their

resources, or when one of their stages lost all its resources. Extinction risk was

calculated as the proportion of extinctions for a given consumer type (i.e. based on the

number of resources per species) following random species removals in 50 000

simulated webs. Note, that this analysis only focused on primary extinctions and did not

include secondary extinction cascades as those were already included in the robustness

analysis of networks.

Empirical

We calculated the average overlap among stages in eight empirical networks as follows.

For species with metamorphic stages or stage-specific information on resource

use, p ¼ ½
Pi; j¼S

i; j¼1 ðki; j=wi; j Þ�=S , for i „ j, where S is the number of stages within a

species, ki, j is the total number of resources shared between stages i and j and wi, j is the

total number of unique resources used across both stages. Some species, like predatory

fishes and invertebrates, grow substantially during development and have gape-limited

ontogenetic diet shifts. For these species we assumed p = 0.4, after Woodward &

Hildrew (2002). All other species were conservatively assumed to be ontogenetic

generalists (p = 1). We estimated connectance in the webs according the first method

recommended by Lafferty et al. (2006) for parasite webs (i.e. eliminating predator–

parasite and parasite–parasite links from the denominator, though this approach did not

alter the qualitative nature of the results).

We used a general linear model to test the effect of connectance and stages on

robustness, using webs as replicates. We then used a general linear model to test how

stages and parasites affected the robustness of empirical webs. The webs used included

one arctic lake (Takvatn) (Amundsen et al. 2009) and four intertidal estuary webs

[Carpinteria Salt Marsh, Bahia San Quintin, Estero de Punta Banda (Kuris et al. 2008;

Hechinger et al. in preparation) and Ythan Estuary (Huxham & Raffaelli 1995)], an

intertidal mudflat [Company Bay (Thompson et al. 2005)], and one stream web

[Muskingham Brook (Hernandez & Sukhdeo 2008)], for which parasites and their

various stages are carefully quantified. Three of the webs (Muskingham Brook, Ythan

Estuary and Company Bay) did not separate species by stages, hence we used

information on natural history to determine species that clearly had distinct larval

feeding stages. Additional analysis indicated that removing these three networks did not

alter the general results. Robustness was estimated as the median of 5000 random

disassemblies. Note, that robustness analysis was performed on the actual stage-specific

feeding links in each network and not on network average estimates of p. As for other

robustness analyses, we included only feeding links that would entirely support the

persistence of a consumer (discounting, for instance, most predator–parasite links).

RESULTS

We examined how ontogenetic niche shifts impacted the stability of complex ecological

networks by focusing on structural robustness (Dunne et al. 2002), that is, the potential

for secondary extinctions after simulation of primary species loss (see Methods). Under

the classical assumption of p = 1, increasing network complexity via increased

connectance (i.e. the proportion of possible interactions) increased the robustness of

networks to biodiversity loss as predicted by classical theory (Borrvall et al. 2000;

Dunne et al. 2002; Eklof & Ebenman 2006). Although previous studies suggest that

many species shift their resources during ontogeny (Werner & Gilliam 1984; Werner

1988; Polis & Strong 1996; Woodward & Hildrew 2002; Lafferty et al. 2006; Rudolf &

Armstrong 2008; Schreiber & Rudolf 2008), p has not been quantified across ecological

networks. We estimated the average overlap in resource use among stages ( p) in seven

diverse empirical networks that have sufficient detailed information on stage-specific

resource use for a variety of species (Table 1). Resource overlap is least ambiguous for

species with metamorphosis; on average, only 0–7.6% ( p range: 0–0.076) of resources

were shared among ontogenetic stages (Table 1). However, empirical estimates suggest

that even predatory species without metamorphosis may share only 40% on average

between size classes ( p range: 0.32–0.55) (Woodward & Hildrew 2002). We assumed

this applied to species like predatory fishes that show diet shifts as they grow due to

gape limitation. For species without clear diet shifts due to growth or metamorphic

stages, we conservatively estimated that all resources were substitutable ( p = 1). These

estimates, when applied to complete networks (see Methods), suggested average

resource overlap among stages ranged from 35 to 80% ( p = 0.35–0.8; Table 1). Thus,

the classical assumption of uniformity of resource use within species is highly unlikely

in natural communities, especially in systems dominated by species with metamorphic

stages.

Figure 2 shows that the magnitude of ontogenetic shifts in resource use seen in

nature (Table 1) strongly decreases the stability of ecological networks. In addition, the

relationship between robustness and connectance (i.e. complexity) switches from

positive to negative below a critical level of resource overlap among stages (Fig. 2a).

This shift and negative relationship cannot be predicted by current unstructured

models. The specific critical level of this reversal depends on some other factors (i.e. the

number of ontogenetic stages within species and on the decline in p with increased

resource use, see Methods; Appendix S1) and could even occur at relatively high levels

of resource overlap for moderate to high levels of connectance. For the many species

C

Unstructured

C2C1 C3

Ontogenetic specialist (P = 0) 

C2C1 C3

Ontogenetic generalist (P = 1)

Predation Stage transition

C2C1 C3

(a)

(b)

Figure 1 Biodiversity loss in stage-structured networks compared with non-structured

networks. (a) Examples of the information lost by pooling feeding relationships of different

stages (C1–C3) of a generalist predator (C) with multiple prey species. Unstructured networks

make no differentiation between ontogenetic specialists with no overlap in resource use among

stages ( p) or true generalists where all stages consume all resources, or other scenarios between

both extremes. (b) Loss of a resource can have very different consequences for the extinction

risk of species depending on the degree of diet overlap among stages ( p = 1 vs. p = 0), but

this cannot be predicted from unstructured networks. Solid arrows indicate resource–

consumer relationships and dashed arrows indicate transitions (development ⁄ reproduction)

between ontogenetic stages.
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in our empirical webs with high levels of ontogentic niche shifts (16–51% of species

within our webs; Table 1), extinction risk increased with resource links per species,

leading to a negative relationship between complexity and robustness (Fig. 2b). This

calls into question the generality of many current models (e.g. Dunne et al. 2002;

Ebenman et al. 2004; Eklof & Ebenman 2006; Gross et al. 2009). In summary, low

resource overlap among stages, as seen in nature, strongly reduces network robustness

and can reverse the previously observed positive relationship between network stability

(i.e. robustness) and complexity, particularly for certain groups. This indicates that the

complexity–stability relationship is not uniform across and within communities but

depends on the degree of ontogenetic niche overlap within communities.

To evaluate the importance of ontogenetic specialization relative to other factors

that are known to influence network stability, we analysed the robustness of 4500

simulated networks that varied in species richness (N ), connectance (C ) and overlap in

resource use among stages ( p) (see Methods; Table 2). Overall, changes in resource

overlap among stages ( p) had by far the strongest effect (F = 11 239.1, P < 0.0001),

which was 15-fold higher than that of increasing the number of species (F = 772.5,

P < 0.0001), and sixfold higher than the effect of connectance (F = 1919.2,

P < 0.0001; Table 2). This indicates that the destabilizing effect of ontogenetic niche

shifts can override the effects of other factors known to stabilize ecological networks.

For parasites with complex life cycles, stages are unambiguous and the resource

needs of each stage are also possible to document. This makes them ideal for

investigating how the consideration of stages affects network stability. For seven large

empirical networks (Table 1) for which stage-specific resource use was available for

parasites and some other species, we calculated robustness by either including or not

including parasites crossed with keeping or pooling stages. In agreement with our

model predictions (Fig. 2a; Appendix S1), p was high enough for there to be a positive

association between connectance and robustness (F1 = 9.16, P = 0.012), independent

of the destabilizing effect of stages (F1 = 35.1, P < 0.0001). However, the stability of

the networks was strongly reduced compared with predictions from unstructured

models. Stages (nested within web; F7 = 15.2, P = 0.002) and inclusion of parasites

(nested within web; F7 = 4.5, P = 0.044) reduced the robustness of empirical

networks. The interaction between the two variables indicated that the effect of

parasites was mostly driven by stages (parasite · stage, F1 = 21.9, P = 0.003; Fig. 3),

indicating it was the ontogenetic niche shifts of parasites, not parasites per se, that

strongly reduced robustness. The reduction in robustness associated with the presence

of stages seems highly conservative given that parasite richness and stage specificity in

free-living species (e.g. predators) were strongly underestimated in these networks, and

the number of stages within parasites is typically lower (M = 3) than expected in many

predatory species (see Supporting information). This destabilizing effect of ontogenetic

niche shifts confirms the results from our models and indicates that robustness

in empirical networks is indeed strongly reduced by ontogenetic niche shifts.

The implication is that past studies of robustness have over-estimated the stability of

natural communities and, in some cases, may have reversed the association between

complexity and stability.

DISCUSSION

Resolving whether complexity imparts stability has been a perennial challenge in

ecology (May 1973; McCann 2000; Montoya et al. 2006). Past network analyses have

typically assumed that all members of a species are identical, or at least that any

variation below the species level is irrelevant for the stability of complex ecological

networks (May 1973; McCann et al. 1998; Dunne et al. 2002; Ebenman et al. 2004;

Brose et al. 2006). Here, we show that this assumption of uniformity of resource use

within species is highly unlikely both, for theoretical networks structured to mimic

natural communities where ontogenetic niche shifts in diets are ubiquitous and for

empirical networks that contain parasites [which may differ in structure from networks

created by the niche model (Warren et al. 2010)]. Our results suggest that these

ontogenetic niche shifts can fundamentally alter the complexity–stability relationship,

the stability of complex communities and species� extinction risks. Specifically, in our

model and empirical networks, the robustness of ecological networks to secondary

extinctions strongly decreased with increasing differences in resource use among

ontogenetic stages within species. Although our analyses of empirical networks were

restricted to aquatic systems, empirical data suggests that ontogenetic niche shifts are

also ubiquitous and often strong in terrestrial systems (Polis 1991), but more empirical

data are needed to test how general our results are across ecosystems. In light of our

simulations, this suggests that natural communities might be more vulnerable to

biodiversity loss than previous analyses indicated and argues for resolving interactions

below the species level. If differences among life stages are sufficiently large, then

stability decreases with increasing complexity, counter to the always-positive

relationship predicted by classical unstructured models (Borrvall et al. 2000; Dunne

et al. 2002; Ebenman et al. 2004; Eklof & Ebenman 2006). Furthermore, consideration

of ontogeny can reverse the perception of which species face the highest risks of

extinction. In general, these findings suggest that the complexity–stability relationship is

not consistently positive across and within communities but instead depends on the

degree of ontogenetic niche shifts.

Table 1 Average overlap in resource use among stages ( p) in empirical networks

Network

Average overlap among stages ( p)

(± SD)

ns N C

Metamorphic

species network

Full consumer

network

TAK 0.00 (± 0.000) 0.790 (± 0.39) 7 43 0.149

CSM 0.073 (± 0.221) 0.627 (± 0.456) 53 154 0.120

BSQ 0.039 (± 0.159) 0.571 (± 0.469) 60 155 0.106

EPB 0.031 (± 0.141) 0.569 (± 0.466) 76 201 0.113

MUS 0.061 (± 0.184) 0.370 (± 0.413) 30 58 0.104

YTH 0.076 (± 0.246) 0.790 (± 0.462) 52 128 0.096

COM 0.073 (± 0.213) 0.619 (± 0.465) 27 73 0.170

TAK, Takvatn; CSM, Carpinteria Salt Marsh; BSQ, Bahia San Quintin; EPB, Estero de Punta

Banda; MUS, Muskingham Brook; YTH, Ythan Estuary; COM, Company Bay.

ns, number of species with information on stage-specific resource use within a food web;

N, total number of species; C, connectance. Network estimates of p for metamorphic species

are based on species with stage-specific information (ns). Full consumer network estimates of

p include metamorphic species and extrapolated p values for all other species (N ) ns) based

on natural history information (Methods). The webs used included one arctic lake (Takvatn)

(Amundsen et al. 2009), four intertidal estuary webs [Carpinteria Salt Marsh, Bahia San

Quintin, Estero de Punta Banda (Kuris et al. 2008; Hechinger et al. in preparation) and

Ythan Estuary (Huxham & Raffaelli 1995)], an intertidal mudflat [Company Bay (Thompson

et al. 2005)], and one stream web [Muskingham Brook (Hernandez & Sukhdeo 2008)], for

which parasites and their various stages are carefully quantified.
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Figure 2 Effects of ontogenetic niche shifts on the stability and extinction risk in ecological networks. (a) Robustness of networks as a function of connectance for unstructured networks ( p = 1,

red line) and different levels of resource overlap among stages (blue lines), with N = 25. (b) The individual extinction risk of a species with a given number of resources in 50 000 networks after

removing 30% (dashed line) in each network at classical ( p = 1, red line) and natural levels ( p = 0.8–0, blue lines) of p. N = 25, C = 0.15. Letters indicate natural networks of species with

metamorphic stages (see Table 1 for details).
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The simplest explanation for our model results is that we distinguished between

�substitutable� resources (i.e. resources in a species� diet are interchangeable) and �non-

substitutable� resources (i.e. a resource that is unique and cannot be substituted by

another resource in a species� diet) (Fig. 1), while with the exception of Lafferty &

Kuris (2009), past analyses have assumed all resources are substitutable. Generalists that

can use many substitutable resources (p = 1) are more resilient to secondary extinction

than specialists (Fig. 2b). These generalists add complexity to networks and this creates

the positive association between complexity and stability observed in previous studies.

However, species that require many non-substitutable resources (e.g. due to ontogenetic

shifts in resource needs, complementary dietary requirements or seasonal changes in

resource availability) can be even more susceptible to resource loss than species that use

a single resource (Fig. 2b). At low p, such species might appear to be generalists at the

species level, yet each ontogenetic stage is specialized on a different set of resources

(Fig. 1). Species with such ontogenetic niche shifts also add complexity to networks,

but because they face a much higher risk of secondary extinction (Fig. 2b) they reduce

network stability. As p partly determines the extinction risk of a species (Fig. 2b), the

net effect of complexity on stability, therefore, depends on the relative degree of

ontogenetic specialization within networks. This implies that we need to revise how we

define �generalism� and at what level (e.g. species vs. stage) to adequately predict the

dynamic and functioning of natural communities.

It is important to consider the extent to which the assumptions in our model might

alter the interpretation of our results. First, we note that extinction due to a lack of

resources is an extreme outcome common to robustness analyses and our results could

change for other measures of stability. Second, while structural robustness is the first

crucial step towards understanding how ontogenetic shifts impact complex ecological

networks, individual population dynamics and feedbacks could also influence network

stability (e.g. Yodzis & Innes 1992; McCann et al. 1998; Brose et al. 2006; Bagdassarian

et al. 2007). Previous studies suggest that ontogenetic niche shifts can reduce stability,

resulting in alternative stable states (Schreiber & Rudolf 2008). Our simulations of

simple consumer–resource food webs also indicate less stable population dynamics in

systems with ontogenetic niche shifts than in systems where resources are shared (see

Appendix S2). Interestingly, these simulations suggest that the addition of growth rates,

another potential factor that could influence stability, did not change the general effects

of ontogenetic niche shifts. In general, the results are consistent with previous studies

indicating that structural robustness typically represents a conservative estimate that, if

anything, overestimates the stability of networks (Eklof & Ebenman 2006). Increasing

evidence suggests that ontogenetic niche shifts have important implications for

population and community dynamics (Mittelbach & Osenberg 1993; Persson et al.

2003; Rudolf 2007a,b; De Roos et al. 2008; Schreiber & Rudolf 2008) and the inclusion

of population dynamics in stage-structured networks represents a future challenge in

network theory.

Finally, because it is unclear whether nested diets are typical or rare in natural

systems, we let the degree of nestedness vary among species in our models. While most

of the effect of nestedness on robustness was captured by p, we note that increasing

nestedness while keeping p constant can somewhat alter the extinction risks (V.H.W.

Rudolf and K.D. Lafferty, unpublished data), and this could influence the robustness of

networks. An important next step will be to determine whether there are systematic

patterns in the nestedness of diet use within species, and how this might influence the

stability of complex communities.

A fundamental challenge in the analysis of ecological networks is to choose the

appropriate level of organization. In almost all published ecological networks,

interactions are analysed at the species level and represent sums (or averages) across

all individuals within a species (reviewed in Ings et al. 2009). Recent alternatives to

classical food webs use partial differential equations or individual-based models to

examine the dynamics and structure of size-structured food webs that account for diet

shifts with the size of individuals (Law et al. 2009; Blanchard et al. in press). However,

the later approach typically only models the dynamics of size classes (size-spectra) and

does not keep track of individual species. While these studies on classical networks and

size-spectra have provided important insights into different aspects of natural networks,

they also lose potentially important biological details. Our results indicate that

ontogenetic niche shifts reduce the stability of ecological networks and alter the

complexity–stability relationship in a manner that cannot be predicted from classical

unstructured models. This argues for stage-specific approaches that resolve ecological

interactions below the species level to reliably predict how natural communities

respond to biodiversity loss and other natural or anthropogenic disturbances.
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